Introduction
High-intensity focus ultrasound (HIFU) is gaining wider acceptance in noninvasive or minimally invasive targeting of abnormal tissues (e.g. cancer) for destruction. Piezocomposite transducer technology, especially for phased arrays, is providing high-quality HIFU applicators with increased bandwidth and reduced parasitic cross coupling between the array elements. In addition to increasing the efficacy of HIFU applicators, these technological enhancements allow for the use of HIFU arrays in imaging the target region before, after, and intermittently during lesion formation. This leads to a unique paradigm of image-guided surgery with HIFU in which the coordinate systems for both therapy and imaging are inherently registered. This project investigates the feasibility of using piezocomposite phased arrays as dual-mode ultrasound array (DMUA) applicators for the noninvasive treatment of primary breast cancers. Both therapeutic and imaging capabilities of the dual-mode arrays are investigated leading to a real-time dual-mode array system to be used in pursuing in vivo animal experiments in the future. 
Body
This report is structured in accordance with the approved statement of work (SoW) . In what follows, we give the tasks and subtasks of the approved SoW with each subtask followed directly by what has been accomplished with respect to it. For the subtasks planned for years 2 and 3 of the grant period, they are given here for completeness, but no comments follow these subtasks. (12 -24) : Completed. Simulation study results are consisten with our previous publications and expectations stated in Year 2 Report. The current DMUA prototype is capable of producing up to 4 high-quality foci simultaneously. This should help reduce the treatment time for volumetric lesions by a factor of 4 for a conventional raster of focal points is used. (12 -24) : We have the electronics and the systems ready to perform this task. However, due to the malfunction of significant fraction of array elements, we are hesitant to drive the DMUA prototype at high level to produce cavitation in tissue. We are confident that we will be able to test this goal once the new DMUA is received. c) Localization using time-frequency and related methods (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (12 -24) : RF data from single-shot lesions in porcine liver were analyzed and all normal lesion data sets clearly showed a strong localized echo from the near boundary of the lesion that can be reliably used for focusing. We believe that we can further refine this idea by creating extremely small lesions amounting to point reflectors.
Consequently, the quality of focusing can be significantly improved.
Image-Guided Surgery of Primary Breast Cancer Using Ultrasound Phased Arrays Emad S. Ebbini, PI Task 6. Real-time Dual-mode Phased Array System for Volumetric Thermal Ablation of Breast and Fatty Tissue (Months 1 -36) a) Design and fabrication of 64-channel receive system (1 -12): A 64-channel diplexer circuit allowing the use of each array element in transmit and receive has been fabricated and tested. In addition, 8-to-1 multiplexer boards were designed and fabricated to allow data collection from 8 receiving elements on one analog-to-digital converter (AID). This will reduce the hardware cost of the system without severely compromising the real-time nature of image data collection. Please see d) below for an example of how this new receiver system was used. b) Design and fabrication of transmit/receive control circuitry (1 -18): Completed (Year 1 Report).
c) DSP-based real-time beamformer (12 -30): We have identified a VXI based real-time controller for beamforming. This controller will be sufficiently fast to perform real-time beamforming and uploading of image data to the controller workstation. The acquisition and testing of this controller is delayed due to the difficulties with the current DMUA prototype. This work will be performed during the extension period. d) Experimental testing, calibration, and characterization of imaging system (24 -36): Realtime data collection from 8 channels to a single A/D has been demonstrated during a 9-second heating experiment. Not only were we able to demonstrate beamforming but we were also able to extract temperature rise from the focus location. The figure below shows the estimated temperature change near the geometric focus of the dual-mode array (at 100 mm) due to the 9-second heating pulse from the same array. The open circles indicate the instants when the data was collected for temperature calculations. As can be seen from the figure, noninvasive temperature estimates were made at 3 and 6 seconds during heating. The heating pulse was interrupted for 100 ms for data collection for each measurement point. This includes the communications time for the controlling computer. If a real-time operating system were used, it would have taken less than 2 milliseconds to collect the imaging data for temperature calculation. The acquisition time can be reduced further if we dedicate more AfDs on the receiver side, i.e. one per 4 receiving elements instead of 1 per 8.
Image-Guided Surgery of Primary Breast Cancer Using Ultrasound Phased Arrays Emad S. Ebbini, PI trndcrrApni r ).
* First real-time data collection for noninvasive temperature calculation. Will be reported in future meetings. * First demonstration of image-based feedback for refocusing the array in the presence of strongly scattering target (Appendix ]H).
Reportable Outcomes
* Phukpattaranont, P.; Ebbini, E.S., "Post-beamforming second-order Volterra filter for pulse-echo ultrasonic imaging," 1EEE Trans. on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control, vol. 50(8) AbstractWe have developed a new imaging algoimages of the lesion location. Echogenicity from the lerithm for optimization of the contrast resolution of largesion location typically increased with significant increase in aperture arrays utilizing directive elements with heterogenonlinear echo components, probably due to the presence of neous responses. The algorithm employs depth-dependant microbubbles. We have shown that post-beamforming nonpre-and post-beamforming filtering to optimize the SNR of linear imaging techniques have increased the contrast and the echo data throughout the imaging field. Sub-aperture spatial resolution of the lesion echogenicity leading to more processing is also employed to maximize the coherence of accurate lesion maps. This effort is ongoing and provides the echo data, both with respect to tissue aberrations and a significant motivation towards the continued development element heterogeneity. Pre-beamforming and sub-aperture of DMAs. processing lead to significant reduction in imaging artifacts However, at this point, DMAs must be optimized primardue to reverberations, a significant degradation factor due ily for therapeutic delivery based on the depth and the size to the need for water standoff. Images of quality assurance of the target (e.g. liver tumors with partial obstruction by phantoms as well as ex-vivo liver tissue were obtained usthe rib cage.) This typically leads to an imaging array with ing our concave (100 mm radius of curvature) 64-element elements that are too directive to provide a uniform FOV I MHz dual-mode array (DMA) and a commercial scanner.
in the treatment region and its surrounding. Furthermore, The results show that the DMA has a 50 dB field-of-view the use of the array elements in high-power applications (FOV) centered at its geometric focus. This FOV extends results in some degradation over time that may affect the by 6 cm and 4 cm in the axial and lateral directions, respecimaging performance of those elements. This degradation tively. In addition, the spatial and contrast resolutions of this typically leads to heterogeneity in the array elements that DMA have been tested using wire targets and speckle cell may significantly degrade the array performance. Finally, size calculations and found to be consistent with the transthe DMA's typically large, geometrically-focused aperture ducer bandwidth and aperture size.
introduces significant image artifacts due to reverberation components with delays well into the FOV. These tend to I. INTRODUCTION distort the speckle and produce a recognizable artifacts near
Recently, non-invasive and minimally invasive thermal the geometric focus. Such artifcats must be removed from surgeries have become widely accepted in clinics and hosthe element data (pre-beamforming) or they may render the pitals worldwide. Reliable imaging techniques for aiming, beamformed image useless. These limitations must be studponitasorlingnde Relizabn iagng telpchniqes fora y a ied and accounted for in order to optimize the image quality monitoring and visualization can help clinics gradually acof DMAs for potential use as self-guided systems for surgiiept non-invasive and minimally invasive thermal surgeries. echo operation. One such DMA has been described and in-
troduced in our previous reports [3] . The main advantage of i=1 j=[ this approach is the inherent registration between the therapeutic and imaging coordinate systems. Previously, we have where i is the transmit element index, j is the receive eleshown that our 64-element concave (100 mm ROC) is cament index, Ai is the transmit apodization weight at element pable of producing lesions in freshly excised ex vivo tissue.
i, Bj is the receive apodization weight at element j, Rip and This same array was also used to obtain before and after Rjp are the distance from the transmit and receive element, respectively, from the image pixel, c is the speed of sound in the medium being imaged, and sij, (t) is the echo acquired
where transmitting with element i and receiving with element j. Specialized image reconstruction programs were O / written to evaluate the intensity at (Xp, z-).
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B. Single-Transmit Imaging
The synthetic aperture imaging algorithm described above can be used to produce the higher quality conventional images than can be expected from a given array. However, due to the fact that transmit beams are synthesized by superAmy position of single-element transmit patterns, the nonlinear Z interactions of the real-time transmit beams cannot be accounted for using the imaging algorithms. Therefore, we Figure 1 : Element directivity patterns in the FOV of our have modified our 64-channel phased array driver to allow concave DMA. for pulsed transmission on all 64 channels simultaneously. This allowed us to use the full power of the transmit beams element directivity weight function is: and, therefore, observe their nonlinear interactions with the tissue media. The image formation process due to a single
(3) transmit focused beam is a modified version of Eq. (1) as kw sin(Oth,,)/2 follows:
where k = 2 ;', A is the wavelength, w is the element width,
64
Othpe is shown in Figure 1 . For point P, the larger the Op,
the smaller the weight is, the lower the SNR near that pixel j=1 due to the receiving (or transmitting) element.
3) Reverberations:
Almost all imaging arrays have a rewhere sj (t) is the received waveform at element j due to the gion in the immediate vicinity of the transducer that cantransmitted beam and RO is a fixed distance determined by not be used for imaging, usually referred to as the dead the focal depth of the transmit beam. All other quantities in zone. This is due to reverberating electrical signals and poEq.(2) are the same as their counterparts in Eq. (1).
tentially some surface waves that mix with the acoustical C. Special Considerationsechoes from the near field of the transducer. In the case of DMAs, the large aperture produces reverberating signals In conventional phased-array beamforming, grating-lobe (and potentially surface waves) with significant delays that levels are determined by the array pattern as well as the strongly interfere with acoustical echoes from the imaging element directivity. Both of these factors are important in volume. Furthermore, due to the concave nature of most DMAs as the array elements typically have high directivity.
DMAs, these object-independent signals produce strong in-1) Array Gain Compensation (GC) Algorithm: The intensity gain is defined as the peak field intensity in W/cm 2 terference near the geometric center of the array. A solution tividensiy g eaiisefined as the opeak field inthensiy i a W set for this problem is to remove these signals from the element divided by the average W/crn 2 output from the array at a set data before beamforming. Receive signals are first recorded of field locations. In order to correctly calculate the contrast in pure water for all the transmit patterns of interest. These ratio of the image in a speckle region, gain compensation signals are subtracted from the receive element data from the is required. Since the array is dynamically focused on both igng aret fo m the sam e elemit dat a forthe transmit and receive, 2-way compensation is utilized. imaging target for the same transmit patterns. Fortunately, 2) Element Directivity (ED) Algorithm: Accounting for we have been able to demonstrate the validity of this apelement directivity in the beamforming algorithm reduces proach with our array data, Unless stated otherwise, all the the grating lobes and, consequently, improves the dynamic results shown below employ this compensation scheme. range. Furthermore, accounting for element directivity af-III. SETUP fects the SNR of the resulting image. Figure 1 shows the main lobes of two array elements. Point A, B and C are A. Experiment Setup three points within the DMA's FOV. Clearly the SNR of the Figure 2 demonstrates the image acquisition model. A beamformed signals at these pixel locations due to these two 64-element concave linear phased array (LPA) is used for elements will not be the same. In this illustration, the SNR the image acquisition. The array can be connected to a 64-at pixel B will be the highest among the three while pixel C channel driver that can operate in CW therapeutic mode or has the lowest SNR. Taking the element directivities into acpulsed imaging mode. It can also be connected to a standard count improves the SNR throughout the imaging FOV. The pulser receiver. Synthetic aperture images were obtained For the DMA, however, some of the wire targets farthest with the latter approach while single transmit images were from the geometric center are barely visible. The smallest obtained with the 64-channel transmitter.
±15 dB contrast targets (< 4 umm) are practically invisible A modified Technos MPX system from ESAOTE, Genoa, on the DMA image. Contrast targets with diameters 6 mm or Italy is used to acquire images to compare with the images larger and contrast of ± 15 dB can be detected, but are domfrom the DMA. The system is modified to allow the upload inated by specular reflections for both positive and negative of high-quality beamformed RF data from the Technos syscontrast targets. tem to computer. A CA 421 convex abdominal probe is used 4) 3D Contrast Phantom: Figure 4 (a) shows the array to acquire images from the same target as the DMA. The intensity gain calculated in a region corresponding to the imimages from CA 421 probe were acquired in B-mode with age shown to the right. Figure 4 (b) and (c) are obtained from a single-cycle transmit pulse with center frequency 3 MHz.
the DMA without and with array gain compensation, respec- Table I summarizes the parameters of the DMA and the CA tively. Contrast ratios determined from image of DMA (with 421 probe.
gain compensation) and the image from the CA 421 probe are shown in Table II . In Table II , "+" means with this al-B. Assessment of Image Quality gorithm, "-" means without this algorithm. Sa is the vertical 1) Contrast Ratio: The contrast ratio (CR) is used for correlation cell size and S, is the horizontal correlational cell comparison of contrast between the test object and the backsize. Table II show the ED algorithm improves the SNR of ground materials inside the image. CR is defined in (4) [6] :
images from 1.70 to 1.75 in the central area. GC algorithm =10* logl(I/12); (4) improves the contrast ratio of the images from 3.32 dB to CR = 10 *o8.95 dB (the ideal value is 9 dB). Compared with the CA where 11 and 12 are the average intensity of the test object 421 probe, the DMA has better lateral correlation cell size and the background materials.
but poor axial correlation cell size. This is consistent with 2) Resolution Measurement: Correlation lengths calcuthe low f# of the array and its limited bandwidth. lated from the 2D autocorrelation of echoes in images from speckle target are used to measure spatial resolution [7] .
A. Images of Wire Targets Uniform speckle regions from the test object area were iden- Figure 5 is the result of applying element directvity altified to compute the average speckle correlation cell size gorithm (described in Section II-C.2) to wire target image.
S[
( Figure  ? ? is the post beamform result without applying the fC [IC (xddy, (5) element directvity. Figure? ? is the post beamform result Sc J ,x~ -(0, 0) ""y 5 lm n iecvt.Fg r ?i hep s em om rsl applying the element directvity. Figure 5 shows the element where C, (x, y) is the 2D correlation function of the intendirectvity algorithm reduce grating-lobe artifacts and, theresity autocovariance function. X and Y are chosen to be large fore, extends the size of the FOV. Abstract -We have recently demonstrated the imaging capashown to extend beyond the ThxOF for this prototype [4] . bilities of a prototype 64-element 1 MHz concave array with 100
The main advantage of this approach is the inherent regismm radius of curvature. This array was optimized for therapeutic tration between the therapeutic and imaging coordinate sysapplications using high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU). We tems, Once the real-time imaging capability is available for have shown that this dual-mode ultrasound array (DMUA) has a DMUAs, one can envision a treatment paradigm in which therapeutic operating field (ThxOF) that extends by ±3 cm and the HIFU beam is guided in real-time based on imaging of -2 cm around its geometric center in the axial and lateral directhe treatment field by the same transducer. The doctor only tions, respectively. We have also shown that appropriate apodizaneeds to locate the target on the image and the system autotion and accounting for element directivity along with conventional matically generates the amplitude and phase distribution to synthetic aperture beamforming produce a 50 dB imaging field of focus the HIFU pulse at the desired target. In addition, it view (IxFOV) larger than the ThxOF. In addition, the spatial regis possible to define additional points in the treatment field istration of imaging targets is as accurate as commercially availwhere the incident power is to be minimized to reduce or able scanners. In this paper, we present results from an imageeliminate collateral damage, e.g. to nearby bone structures. based refocusing algorithm whereby images formed by the DMUA In this paper, we present the first experimental verification are used to identify a refocusing target and a set of critical points of an image-based refocusing algorithm employing images where the incident power is to be minimized. The algorithm is valfrom the DMUA prototype to identify the refocusing target idated experimentally in tissue mimicking phantom with strongly as well as a number of critical structures to be avoided. One scattering ribs placed between the DMUA and the target. These obvious application of this capability is targeting tumors in results demonstrate what is potentially the most powerful advanthe liver that are partially obstructed by the ribcage [5] . This tage of the use of DMUAs in image-guided surgery. Namely, the capability is unique to DMUAs due to the inherent regisinherent registration between the imaging and therapeutic coorditration between the imaging and therapeutic coordinate sysnate systems. This allows for direct definition of targets and any tems. surrounding critical structures to be avoided to minimize the col-II. THEORY lateral damage. With these capabilities, DMUAs may provide a most powerful paradigm for image-guided surgery.
A ment index, Ai is the transmit apodization weight at element Most of the image guidance systems, including some uli, Bj is the receive apodization weight at element j, Rip and trasound systems, have separate image guidance sub-system Rjp are the distance from the transmit and receive element, and therapeutic sub-system. The advent of piezocomposite respectively, from the image pixel, c is the speed of sound in transducer technology has made it feasible to design and fabthe medium being imaged, and si,j (t) is the echo acquired ricate dual-mode arrays capable of high-power therapeutic where transmitting with element i and receiving with eledelivery while having a wide enough bandwidth for pulsement j. Specialized image reconstruction programs were echo operation. One such DMUA has been described and written to evaluate the intensity at (xp, zp). introduced in our previous reports (e.g. [3] ). The ThxOF for this prototype was experimentally shown to match the
B. Single-Transmit Focus (STF) Imaging
theoretically predicted profile based on array and element The synthetic aperture imaging algorithm described above directivity analysis [3] . Furthermore, the IxFOV was also can be used to produce higher quality conventional images than can be expected from a given array. However, due to the
* Let the raw vector h = [h (f*T), h2(WT),. ,hN(r)
fact that transmit beams are synthesized by superposition of be the array directivity vector at i2T (note that hk (f'T) single-element transmit patterns, the nonlinear interactions is the directivity of the kth element at f*T). of the real-time transmit beams cannot be accounted for us-* Form the matrix Hc from the raw vectors hi = ing the imaging algorithms. Therefore, we have modified
our 64-channel phased array driver to allow for pulsed trans-* Form the weighting matrix, Wc = (HcH* + 7yI)-i mission on hll 64 channels simultaneously. This allowed us where I is the identity matrix and y is an appropriately to use the full power of the transmit beams and, therefore, chosen regularization parameter. observe their nonlinear interactions with the tissue media.
* The optimal complex array driving vector is given by The image formation process due to a single transmit fou = Wch$ (hTWCht)-1. cused beam is a modified version of Eq. (1) as follows:
Both the target and the critical points can be derived from 64 images formed by the DMUA in synthetic aperture or in
single-transmit focus modes. This is probably the most pow- element concave linear phased array is used for the image C. Special Considerations acquisition. The array can be connected to a 64-channel In conventional phased-array beamforming, grating-lobe driver that can operate in CW therapeutic mode or pulsed levels are determined by the array pattern as well as the imaging mode. It can also be connected to a standard pulser element directivity. Both of these factors are important in receiver through a matrix switch. Synthetic aperture images DMUAs as the array elements typically have high directivwere obtained with the latter approach while single transity.
mit images were obtained with the 64-channel transmitter.
1) Array Gain Compensation (GC) Algorithm:
The in- Figure 1 (right) shows a schematic of the DMUA with an tensity gain is defined as the peak field intensity in W/cm 2 imaging target containing three strongly scattering ribs on divided by the average W/cm 2 output from the array at a set top of a tissue-mimicking phantom containing a strong scatof field locations. In order to correctly calculate the contrast terer near the geometric center of the DMUA. The target is ratio of the image in a speckle region, gain compensation a thermocouple wire 0.1 mun in diameter and the ribs are is required. Since the array is dynamically focused on both plastic bars with diameter of 8 mm. They are positioned in transmit and receive, 2-way compensation is utilized, a plane just over 40 mm from the vertex of the DMUA with 2) Element Directivity (ED) Algorithm: Accounting for approximate spacing of 20 mm between them. element directivity in the beamforming algorithm reduces A modified Technos MPX system from ESAOTE, Genoa, the grating lobes and, consequently, improves the dynamic Italy is used to acquire images for comparison with images range. Furthermore, accounting for element directivity afof the same target from the DMUA. The system is modifects the SNR of the resulting image. The element directivfled to allow the upload of high-quality beamformed RF data ity weight function is: from the Technos system to computer. A CA 421 convex abdominal probe is used to acquire images from the same D(Ope) = kw sin(Ope)/2 (3) target as the DMUA.
IV. RESULTS
where k = -, A is the wavelength, w is the element width,
A. Synthetic Aperture Imaging 9p, is the angle between the axis of the radiating (receiving)
Two examples of SA imaging with the DMUA are shown element and the vector from the element center to the pixel.
to demonstrate its imaging capability. The first is the result
D. Refocusing in the Presence of Obstacles
of a 3D contrast target in a quality assurance phantom and Assume we have an N-element array with arbitrary, but the second is a tissue mimicking phantom with rib obstacles known, geometry radiating into a homogeneous half space.
used in the refocusing experiments described below. The objective is to maximize the array intensity gain at a 1) 3D Contrast Phantom: Figure 2 shows grayscale imtarget point r'T while minimizing the incident power at a set ages (50 dB) of an egg-shaped 3D contrast object within of critical points, rc (i), i = 1, 2,..., Mc. This is an optithe CIRS Model 55 3D contrast phantom. The image on mization problem that can be solved using Lagrange multithe left was obtained using the DMUA while the one on the pliers or a regularized minimum-norm least squares solution right was obtained using the Technos with the CA421 conas follows [5] :
vex probe. The contrast ratio (CR) for the egg-shaped con- 
CR=10*log
i It () 4) Figure 4 shows the STF image obtained using a transmit fok10lg I,)J, (4 cus at 0 lateral and 100 mm axial (geometric focus). The image is displayed with 40 dB dynamic range and shows that where I,(i) [It(i) ] is the average intensity in a 3 x 3 mm 2 retwo of the three ribs are visible in addition to the target near gion inside [outside] the contrast target and Nr is the number the geometric center. This result implies that the transmit of regions. The CR value determined from image of DMUA focus, when used in therapeutic mode, may cause excessive (with gain compensation) and the image from the CA 421 heating at one or two of the ribs visible on the image. probe are 8.35 dB and 9.12 dB, respectively. These values While the STF image clearly has lower contrast than the are quite consistent with the manufacturer specified contrast full SA image shown in Figure 3 , it still shows the target and of 9 ±-0.5 dB. It should be mentioned that, without comtwo of the ribs with good spatial registration. Therefore, it is pensating for intensity gain and element directivity for the still useful for identifying targets and potential obstacles as DMUA, the contrast ratio would have been 3.3 dB instead described in the next subsection. of 8.35 dB. It is also interesting to note that the distal edge of the egg-shaped object marks the far end of the 50 dB Ix-C. Refocusing in the Presence of Obstacles FOV of the DMUA. One can visually observe the loss of The image shown in Figure 4 was used to identify the cocontrast in that region. Spatial and contrast resolution reordinates of the visible ribs as well as define a target point sults for various beamforming conditions are shown in [4] .
for refocusing within the tissue mimicking phantom. The 40 dB grayscale images shown in Figure 5 show the results of 2) Tissue-Mimicking Phantom with Obstacles: Figure 3 refocusing without (left) and with (right) taking the rib locashows a grayscale image (50 dB) of the phantom shown in tion into consideration. Both of these images where obtained such as the ribs. This may be important if HIFU arrays are to be used for targeting, for example, liver tumors that may be partially obstructed by the rib cage. This result is not to be understood as a form of aberration correction since the refocusing algorithm assumes knowledge of the array directivity at the refocusing target and the critical points. Nonetheless, since these same assumptions are used in beamforming the image in the first place, the algorithm is quite robust against "distortions due to inaccuracies in the speed of sound and other tissue properties. The only requirement is that the SA or the STF image used in refocusing provides a recognizable S.
a map of the treatment region. The image quality currently available for DMUAs with Figure 4 : STF image (40 dB) of the target shown in Figure 3 . imabe Strong echoes from the three ribs are evident while the needle is less visible. sufficient to justify identifying more complex lower scattering critical structures. Furthermore, we are not suggesting that targets such as tumors can be recognized on images provided using the DMUA. However, continued improvement of piezocomposite transducer technologies, especially improved bandwidths of high-power arrays, may bring about sufficient improvement in the image quality to make that possible. In any event, the current image quality may allow for recognizing landmarks on the image that, with the help of more refined imaging systems, can be used in the targeting of tumors and less recognizable tissue structures as they appear on DMUA images.
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This paper has also presented the first experimental verification of the feasibility of using image-based refocusing for targeting tissue structures while avoiding critical obstacles
Ultrasound is currently a leading imaging modalities for \c guidance of numerous interventional procedures. This is due (2) to advantages in cost, portability, ease of integration, and where p, v > 0 are fixed parameters. real-time implementation. However, its compromised con-A reduced case of the above model is called minimal partrast resolution and poorly understood HIFU lesion dynamtition problem: ics present major obstacles to the goal of mapping these lesions with conventional ultrasound. Over the last few years, EMs(u, C) = EA f (u -uo) 2 dxdy + vICI (3) several research groups suggested the use of more quantitative techniques such as elastography and remote palpation
In the piecewise-constant case, two level set functions for mapping HIFU lesions. The successful implementation produce four phases (classes) as shown in Figure 1 . of these methods relies on better understanding of the transients of the echoes from the HIFU lesion location.
III. EXPERIMENT SETUP Motivated by P. P. Lele in [1], we hypothesized that this Figure 2 shows a basic experiment setup for the formation change in echogenicity is due to stable microbubbles that of HIFU-induced lesions in freshly excised and degassed can occur even at low insonation levels. Lele found that porcine livers samples. Experiments were performed with subharmonic emission due to microbubbles showed a monoa modified Technos MPX system (ESAOTE SPA, Genoa, tonic increase with intensity from 150 mW/cm 2 to 1500 Italy) and a therapy transducer (Piezo Technologies, Etalon, W/cm 2 without a distinct threshold for emission (measureIndianapolis, IN). The Technos system was modified to alment done in vitro and in vivo at 2.7 and 1.8 MHz). The low imaging in pulse inversion mode in addition to normal an intensity suitable for lesion formation. Figure 3 gives one example of a raster scan used in forming a 10 x 8 x 10
TdW_ MX
•mm 3 lesion. The translation speed has to be carefully set to produce the desired lesion shape (without over exposure) for a given therapeutic intensity.
C. Imaging with the therapeutic beam
Our previous work on imaging with dual-mode arrays x (DMAs) ex vivo has shown that the echogenicity of HIFUinduced lesions is consistently higher, even minutes after the Figure 2 : Experiment setup used for HIFU-induced lesion lesion has formed [4, 5] . However, the same is not true when formation using a single element transducer and observation monitoring lesions with standard diagnostic imaging transusing CA 421 imaging probe monitoring along the axial diducers. In order to gain a better understanding of this isrection of the lesion.
sue, we have designed a synchronized imaging mode with the modified Technos MPX scanner that can be described as follows:
B-mode imaging. In addition, a hardware module for cap-I. The setup of Figure 2 is used. turing high quality beamformed RF data allows us to cap-2.
A line trigger signal is obtained from the Technos ture and upload up to 60 seconds of full frame data with a scanner, which is running at an extremely low mespecified frame rate. Frame and line trigger signals from the chanical index (MI) in PI mode. Technos system are also available for synchronizing exter-3. On each line trigger, the HP function generator nal events with image acquisition. For this paper, image data sends a 2 cycle 1.5 MHz sinusoidal pulse with 24 were acquired from a CA 421 convex probe in PI mode with ps delay through the therapeutic transducer. The a 2-cycle transmit pulse centered at 1.85 MHz. The therapy pulse from the therapeutic transducer has an extransducer is a 1.5 MHz single-element spherical-shell transtremely low MI as well (0.038 as measured by a ducer with f# = 1 (and focal distance of 63.5 mm.) A HP calibrated hydrophone). The delay is computed function generator 33120 A (Hewlett Packard) is connected so that scattering from the lesion location registers to the therapy transducer through an ENI Model A150 RF correctly on the Technos image. power Amplifier as the HIFU source.
4. The RF data is uploaded and PI images are formed. Since the imaging pulses are so small, almost per-A. Single shot lesion formation fect cancellation of the backscattering is achieved throughout the image. However, since the pulses A variety of exposures conditions, before, during, and affrom the therapeutic transducer have the same poter lesion formation were tested. RF data from standard Blarity for both the positive and negative PI pulses, mode and PI imaging of HIFU lesion formation of freshly they add up upon formation of the PI image. Thus, excised tissue was obtained. Exposures at intensity levels the image contains the angular scattering compoof 1100 W/cm 2 to 2500 W/cm 2 for durations of 2, 3, and 5 nents from the therapeutic beam. seconds in a single shot were used. that showed a change in echogenicity due to the formation formation, 15 without and 15 with the pulse from of a lesion by a HIFU beam. Quantitative assessment of irthe therapeutic beam.
reversible change of tissue due to lesion formation is not an 6.
Fifty frames (1 fps) are acquired immediately after objective of this paper. lesion formation, 28 without and 22 with the pulse C. Imaging with therapeutic beams from the therapeutic beam. This experiment is intended as an approximation of our Figure 6 demonstrates the value of synchronized imag-DMA system. Here we are using the Technos to image ing with microsecond low MI pulses from the therapeutic scattering from the therapeutic beam at very low intensity transducer as described in Section III-C. The spectrograms and microsecond pulse duration. In the DMA approach, the (SPGs) show the frequency content of the received RF signal same thing is done to obtain the backscatter from the theraalong an A-line through the lesion location. The top SPGs peutic beam.
are computed using data in normal B-mode imaging. The sub-harmonic component is not visible 28 second afmonic content of lesion echoes after the therapy pulse was ter lesion formation. Furthermore, the extent of the region turned off. The data is typical of an over exposure singlewhere the harmonic activity occurs is also diminished 28 s shot lesion (2500 W/cm 2 for 5 seconds.) Strong harmonic after lesion formation. This is consistent with the results activity appears to persist for 10 -15 s at the second harfrom Section IV-A. Figure 6 (d), (e), and (f) are SPGs obmonic (2 fo) and the ultra harmonic (1.5 f0) before decaying tained before, 29 s after, and 51 s after lesion formation, to steady state values as can be seen.
all synchronized with the 2 cycle 1.5 MHz pulses from the B. Lesion mapping therapeutic transducer as described in Section III-C. One can see that the presence of the pulse from the therapeutic Lesion maps from grayscale B-mode and PI images were transducer before lesion formation only shows as a 1.5 MHz obtained using level-set methods for each frame and comcomponent at the lesion location, but no other nonlinearity pared with the actual lesion found by inspection. Figure 5 ilis observed. On the other hand, the SPGs 29 and 51 s aflustrates volumetric lesion maps from grayscale B-mode and ter lesion formation are very similar in terms of the signif-PI images obtained using level-set method. The volumetric icant harmonic activity, including sub-harmonic generation. lesion was formed by moving the phantom holder at 2 mm/s A possible explanation of this result is that even very low while maintaining the intensity levels at 2500 W/cm 2 . The MI pulses at the frequency of the therapeutic beam are capalesion size in B-mode images is 172.81 mm 2 , in PI images ble of generating significant harmonic activity at the lesion is 111.19 mm 2 while the real lesion size is 83.08 mm 2 . Lelocation. It is possible that microbubbles generated by the sion maps from PI imaging were consistently smaller in size HIFU beam still exist well after the transients have died and and more in line with the actual lesion size. Furthermore, that even microsecond pulses at their resonance frequency the transient behavior of the lesion maps was easier to obare capable of producing significant increase in both linear serve when the contours were evaluated using the PI images.
and nonlinear scattering from the lesion location. Please note that the lesion maps given here are meant to de- Figure 7 shows the energy from the lesion location befine the boundaries of the actual lesion. We simply want to fore (bottom) and after (top) lesion formation. The energy is identify the tissue region, as seen on an ultrasound image, computed from received RF data as described in Section III-
I I
V. CONCLUSIONS
SI
The results presented in this paper show that the increase E Iin echogenicity at the HIFU lesion location can be transient [3] D. Mumford and J. Shah, "Optimal approximation by piecewise smooth functions and associated variational problems," Comm. Pure Appl. Math, vol. 42, pp. 577-685, 1989 . C first without and later with the synchronized 2 cycle 1.5
[4] Emad S Ebbini, "Combined ultrasound surgery with MHz pulses from the therapeutic transducer. Without the ultrasound phased arrays," SPIE Bios: Surgical Appliinsonation using the therapeutic transducer, the energy apcations of Energy, 1998. pears to decay after lesion formation in a similar manner to
[5] H. Yao, P. Phukpattaranont, and E. S. Ebbini, "Enwhat we described in Section IV-A. However, once the inhanced lesion visualization in image-guided noninvasonation using the therapeutic transducer begins, a sustained sive surgery with ultrasound phased arrays," in Proc. increase in the energy is achieved, 33 dB above the base line of the 23rd Annual Int. Conf. of the IEEE, 2001, vol. 3 , in this case. Examining the behavior of the energy before pp. 2492-2495. lesion formation, the increase due to the therapeutic beam is only 25 dB. This indicates that the scattering from the lesion location is significantly higher after lesion formation. This is more in line with our previously reported results with the DMA and illustrates the inherent advantage of imaging HIFU induced lesions at the same frequency as the therapeutic beams.
